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Birinyi Newsletter - $225 per year
Published monthly and now featuring supplemental weekly
reports, the Newsletter subscription includes:

•Market Commentary and Analysis by Laszlo BirinyiMarket Commentary and Analysis by Laszlo BirinyiMarket Commentary and Analysis by Laszlo BirinyiMarket Commentary and Analysis by Laszlo BirinyiMarket Commentary and Analysis by Laszlo Birinyi
•BirinBirinBirinBirinBirinyi’s Maryi’s Maryi’s Maryi’s Maryi’s Markkkkkeeeeet Tt Tt Tt Tt Transcript ranscript ranscript ranscript ranscript - Highlights the most and least
attractive sectors by evaluating various analytics.
•Model PModel PModel PModel PModel Pororororortftftftftfoliosoliosoliosoliosolios - Conservative, Growth and Trading portfo-
lios, including money flow analysis for each stock pick.
•Dissecting the EconomyDissecting the EconomyDissecting the EconomyDissecting the EconomyDissecting the Economy     - Analyzes 48 prominent eco-
nomic indicators to identify those which have been particularly
predictive and are moving the market.
•Views of the StreetViews of the StreetViews of the StreetViews of the StreetViews of the Street - Provides an anecdotal timeline of the
past month and highlights its most intriguing stories.
•ETF Overbought/OversoldETF Overbought/OversoldETF Overbought/OversoldETF Overbought/OversoldETF Overbought/Oversold - Highlights the trading ranges
of the 50 largest US ETFs.
•Birinyi Stock RatingsBirinyi Stock RatingsBirinyi Stock RatingsBirinyi Stock RatingsBirinyi Stock Ratings - Interactive database of 1,500 stocks
which rates the most and least attractive based on a combina-
tion of stock research methods.  Also includes our “Birinyi 50”
list of the top rated stocks.
•Weekly ReportsWeekly ReportsWeekly ReportsWeekly ReportsWeekly Reports - New addition to our Reminiscences news-
letter that recaps the week’s news, trends and events to cover
any pressing issues.  Also includes updates for our ETF Over-
bought/Oversold report.

Mini-Institutional Service - $750 per 6 mos.
Mini-Institutional clients receive our most sophisticated and
in-depth research on a daily basis while receiving access to
our vast archive of topical studies and research projects.  A
Mini-Institutional subscription includes:

•Chart of the Day Chart of the Day Chart of the Day Chart of the Day Chart of the Day (daily) - Analyzes a prominent market is-
sue with focus ranging from macroeconomics to stock analy-
sis, all with an emphasis on promoting a depth of understand-
ing about the market and its contexts.
•Pre-Market Report Pre-Market Report Pre-Market Report Pre-Market Report Pre-Market Report (daily) - Summarizes the prior day’s mar-
ket activity and pre-market trading, while previewing the day
ahead by highlighting futures positions, analyst actions, senti-
ment, technicals and trading ranges.
•Matrix of Market Indicators Matrix of Market Indicators Matrix of Market Indicators Matrix of Market Indicators Matrix of Market Indicators (daily) - Integrates an array
of sentiment, technical and fundamental indicators into a vi-
sual overview of the market’s stance prior to the day.  Historical
trends are also displayed.
•Overbought/Oversold Report Overbought/Oversold Report Overbought/Oversold Report Overbought/Oversold Report Overbought/Oversold Report (daily) - Illustrates where
stocks are trading relative to their 50-day moving averages and
theoretical highs and lows.  Featured stocks represent the ex-
tremes from the S&P, Nasdaq 100 and the DJIA.
•S&P Group Flows S&P Group Flows S&P Group Flows S&P Group Flows S&P Group Flows (daily) - Details the net money inflows or
outflows in the major S&P groups.
•S&P Advance/Decline (daily)S&P Advance/Decline (daily)S&P Advance/Decline (daily)S&P Advance/Decline (daily)S&P Advance/Decline (daily) - Graphs the recent mo-
mentum of the S&P sectors based on their A/D lines.
•Stock of the Week Stock of the Week Stock of the Week Stock of the Week Stock of the Week (weekly) - Identifies one of the most
attractive stocks of the short-term.  Selections are based on
money flow analysis and an oversold condition.
•Money Flow Coding Money Flow Coding Money Flow Coding Money Flow Coding Money Flow Coding (weekly) - Provides an interactive data-
base of 1,500 stocks which displays their money flow scores in
non-block, block and total forms.
•Stock Selection Matrix Stock Selection Matrix Stock Selection Matrix Stock Selection Matrix Stock Selection Matrix (weekly) - Combines widely-fol-
lowed technical indicators, fundamental analysis and our pro-
prietary money flow analysis to highlight the most attractive
stocks, groups and sectors in the S&P 500.
•Event Calendar Event Calendar Event Calendar Event Calendar Event Calendar (weekly) - Previews the upcoming week by
detailing major economic releases, key meetings, earnings es-
timates, stock splits, and dividends.
•Strategy Papers Strategy Papers Strategy Papers Strategy Papers Strategy Papers (ad hoc) - Published several times annu-
ally, these reports analyze current market conditions and preva-
lent themes and then articulate appropriate investment strate-
gies accordingly.
•TTTTTopical Studies opical Studies opical Studies opical Studies opical Studies (ad hoc) - Book-length research reports ana-
lyzing current market issues.  Recent studies include market
cycles, inverted yield curves, trading costs, corporate buybacks,
and portfolio case studies.
•“Books Of” Series “Books Of” Series “Books Of” Series “Books Of” Series “Books Of” Series - A historical reference library that de-
tails the data and patterns of various important market
topics, including significant stock days, market indicators, cor-
porate finance, the Fed and market patterns.
•Birinyi Newsletter Birinyi Newsletter Birinyi Newsletter Birinyi Newsletter Birinyi Newsletter - Also included is the full Newsletter
package and access to all of its features.

For seventeen years Birinyi Associates has
delivered market intelligence to Wall Street
Institutional clients and individual inves-

tors who seek analysis characterized by preci-
sion, originality and objectivity -- traits which have
become the foundation of Birinyi’s reputation
for excellent research products.

A  S  S  O  C  I  A  T  E  S         I  N  C.

Two of our finest and most popular products --
the Birinyi Reminiscences newsletter and the
Mini-Institutional research service -- are available
to you in affordable half-year and year-long sub-
scriptions.  The features offered within each of
these packages are detailed below.

To subscribe, please call Birinyi Associates at (800) 357-4468 or visit www.birinyi.com.




